The amount of immunolabeling over a cell compartment of an average cell was estimated by use of an adaptation of the double disector method introduced by Gundersen. The first and last sections of a stack of ultra-thin sections formed a disector in which cell number could be estimated and related to a defiied reference volume to give the cell density. Another stack section, selected at random, was immunolabeled and the number of gold partides associated with unit volume reference space (gold "density") estimated in quadrats placed systematically across the section. The ratio of gold density to cell density was used to estimate the number of gold partides lying over a chosen compartment of an average cell, N(gold)/N(cell). Such estimates required neither cell volume nor section thickness measurement and were reproducible. By combining the number of gold partides per cell with estimates of the number of protein antigens per cell, the number of gold partides associated with each antigen could be found (labeling efficiency). ( J Histochem Cytochem 40:1929-1936, 1992) 
Introduction
In immunoelectron microscopy, protein antigens can be localized on ultra-thin sections (50-100 nm thick) of cells with specific antibodies whose distribution is then revealed using gold particles. Although the gold particles are easy to count, the labeling can be used to quantitate the antigens themselves only if some form of calibration is done. The reason is that the mean number of gold particles associated with each antigen after the labeling procedure, a quantity known as labeling efficiency, is controlled by many factors, including the extent of antigen denaturation during specimen preparation, the degree of antigen exposure to the labeling reagents, and the stochiometric relationships between antigen, antibody, and gold label.
One strategy for calibration is to compare labeling over a model gel system which is labeled along with the specimen under identical conditions and contains known amounts of antigen (Slot et al.. 1989a,b; Posthuma et al., 1987) . Although in this method the labeling efficiency does not necessarily need to be determined directly, it is essential that it remains equal over the gel and the specimen. This goal can be achieved as long as the effects of variable penetration of labeling reagents are reduced by embedding cryosections in polyacrylamide (Slot et al., 1989a,b; Posthuma et al., 1987 Posthuma et al., ,1988 . Overall, the method seems to work well with soluble proteins but only when they are available in the relatively large amounts needed to make the gels. It is not suitable for non-purifiable proteins or for membrane proteins for which model gels are difficult to prepare.
Another approach, with which this report is concerned, evaluates the labeling efficiency by comparing the amount of gold labeling with the amount of antigen assayed biochemically (Griffiths and Hoppeler, 1986) , and uses the labeling efficiency to convert the number of gold particles counted into the number of antigens. The success of this approach is crucially dependent on the development of adequate techniques that not only allow measurement of labeling efficiency but also keep it constant from experiment to experiment. Once this is achieved, however, the method should be useful for quantifying any antigen that can be counted using biochemical methods.
One major difficulty with labeling efficiency measurement has been to find a suitable method for relating the number of gold particles in the sectioned "morphological" specimen to the number of molecules assayed in the aqueous "biochemical" specimen. One approach is to compare gold counts to the number of protein molecules by means of a reference parameter that is present and quantifiable in both types of specimen. In this study I have used cell number as a bridge of reference between labeling and biochemistry primarily because it is unlikely to be influenced by the effects of morphological preparation methods such as shrinkage. An additional advantage is that the cells can be counted easily, not only in the biochemical specimen using light microscopy but also in the morphological specimen, by applying a recently developed design-based stereological counting method called the disector (Gundersen, 1986; Sterio, 1984) .
LUCOCQ
The aims of this study were to combine stereological methods with immunoelectron microscopy to obtain reproducible estimates of the number of gold particles labeling a cell compartment of an average cell and then to combine these with biochemical estimates of the number of protein molecules to obtain the labeling efficiency.
Materials and Methods
Chemical Antibodies and Cells. Concanavalin A (ConA), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and antisera against HRP were obtained from Sigma (Poole, Dorset, UK). An antibody against HRP used in pilot studies was obtained from Dr. Jean Gruenberg (Heidelberg, Germany) and the antiserum against glutathion-S-transferase from Dr. John Hayes (Glasgow, Scotland). Antibodies and protein A-gold were stored as aliquots in liquid nitrogen in buffered 1.2 M sucrose. Tissue culture reagents were obtained from Northumbria Biologicals (Cramlington, UK). Suspension HeLa cells were grown in minimal essential medium (for suspension culture) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, non-essential amino acids, glutamine, and 100 Ulml each of penicillin and streptomycin. Rat liver cells were isolated according to Seglen (1976) .
ProcesSing for Immundectron Microscopy. Cells were pelleted and fixed in 0.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M PIPES buffer, pH 7.2, for 30 min (hepatocytes at room temperature and HeLa cells at 4'C), washed in PIPES buffer, l a and embedded in Lowicryl K4M as previously described (Carlemalm et al., 1982; Roth et al., 1981) .
Stereology. The overall aim of this study was to estimate the number of gold particles that label antigens in a cell compartment of an average cell and to combine this value with a biochemical estimate of the number of antigens present in an average cell to obtain the labeling efficiency (see Figure la ). In this strategy the numbers of countable items (cells) in the specimen used for morphological and biochemical analysis form a bridge of reference with which numbers of gold and antigen can be compared.
The number of gold particles per cell was estimated stereologically as shown in Figure Ib . The two key elements are: (a) the density of cells in a chosen reference space volume, and (b) the number of gold particles associated with unit volume of the same reference space (density). The ratio of the two densities then gives the number of gold particles per cell. The method makes both these estimations using the same stack of sections and is an adaptation of the double disector method introduced by Gundersen (1986) .
A stack of sections was made at a randomly selected position inside the embedded cell pellet. It contained approximately 30 100-nm sections prepared on an ultramicrotome as a ribbon and the distance between the first and last sections was 25% or less of the height of the smallest item (cell) to be counted. The first and last sections of the stack were mounted on carbon/formvar-coated slot grids, contrasted, and photographed at low mag nification with a JEOL 1200 EX electron microscope. Together these two figure) . The number of gold particles rarely, if ever, corresponds precisely to the number of antigens but the relationship can be expressed as the mean number of gold particles per antigen molecule, a quantity called labeling efficiency. By using stereological techniques described in this report, labeling efficiency can be estimated by combining estimates of the average number of gold particles per cell with estimates of the average number of antigens per cell (lower figure) . In this case, labeling efficiency is 3/11 or 0.27. (b) Example of the estimation of the number of gold particles per cell using a section stack containing j+l sections of thickness 1. The counts obtained here are much lower than would be obtained in practice (see Tables 1-5). A disector is formed on low-magnification images of the first and last stack sections (the disector volume is j sections deep). A two-dimensional unbiased counting frame is placed on either of these sections and is used to select profiles (stippled). Those profiles that disappear in the other, or look-up, section (marked by an X) are counted as 0 ' . Another section is selected at random from the stack and labeled by immunogold procedures for the antigen of interest. At high magnification, micrographs are taken at systematically spaced locations over the gold-labeled section (with a random start point) and gold lying over the compartment of interest is counted if it lies inside an unbiased two-dimensional counting frame placed over the micrograph (quadrat). Points of a grid lattice that fall on the cell space within the quadrats are counted. Derivation and formulae for calculation of the number of gold particles per cell can be found in Materials and Methods. sections formed a stereological probe called a disector (Sterio, 1984) in which cells belonging to the space between these sections were counted as Q' when their profiles appeared in one of these sections and not in the other one (see Sterio, 1984 for details). When the pellet was relatively small all the cell profiles on the section were considered for counting, but when the pellet was large they were sampled by rectangular unbiased counting frames placed systematically across the pellet with a random start (Sterio, 1984) . The space in which the counting is performed lies between the upper or, alternatively, the lower borders of these two sections and is composed of j sections, one less than is present in the stack (j+ 1).
The reference space in which cell density was estimated can be any space that lies within the disector. In this case the cell space was used. The total area of cell space, UI, was estimated by ZP1 x a1 where ZP1 was the number of points (corners) of a square lattice grid that fell over the cells (when unbiased counting frames were used only those points over cells within the frame were counted). a1 was the area associated with one point on the lattice, defined by the square of the distance between the points. The volume of the reference space, V (ref), was ZA1.j.t. where j was the number of sections in the disector (there are j + 1 in the stack). t was the section thickness, but measurement of this quantity is not required because it cancels in equations given below.
Combining the cell counts ZQ-) and V (ref), the number of cells per unit volume of reference space was given by:
Note that when t is known and the cell space is taken as reference, this equation is an estimate of the reciprocal of cell volume.
To estimate the gold associated with unit volume reference space (in this case cell space), one section from the stack was selected at random, mounted on a carbodformvar-coated 150-mesh nickel grid, and labeled for the antigens as described below. Micrographs were then taken systematically across the pellet with a random start, but only when they contained the cell space. The magnification was selected to allow (a) a maximum amount of cell space to be included in each micrograph and also (b) clear visualization of gold particles and cell compartments. A two-dimensional counting frame in the form of a quadrat was placed over each micrograph and the number of gold particles sampled by the frame, n (gold, 9). counted. The area of cell space contained in the quadrats (ZA2) was estimated from ZP2 x a2, where ZP2 is the sum of points lying over the cell and a2, is the area associated with these points on the grid lattice. [In some cases this whole procedure of gold counting and point counting can be performed at the electron microscope (see below).] An estimate of the volume of reference space in the quadrats was ZA2.t. where t was the sections thickness and an estimate of the number of gold particles "associated" with unit volume of this reference space was given by:
Note that in this report the gold particles are viewed as being "associated with the volume of reference space in quadrats because they are added after sectioning and are therefore disposed in an unknown distribution (in this case mostly on the surface). (This raises the difficult, and unresolved, question of how to relate gold particles to structural measurement. For example, another way of treating the relationship of section and gold is to consider the particles to be lying inside a one-section disector in which all particles are counted as Q-. Although such a view may be challenged because the particles are not sampled from three dimensional space, it is interesting to note that the gold particles represent a labeled subset of epitopes that not only lie inside the specimen but also are likely to be indivisible by sectioning.)
An estimate of the number of gold particles associated with one cell can be obtained by dividing equation (2) by equation (1).
The section thickness term cancels out and finally, Zn (gold, q).ZAI.j. N (gold)/N (cells) = m2.w Number of Gold Particles Per Cell with Glutathione S-transferase Labeling on Isolated Hepatocytes. The section stacks consisted of about 30 sections, mean thickness 94.4 nm. The first and the last sections were mounted on 1 x 2-mm slot grids and stained with both uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Q-for cells was obtained from micrographs of the whole pellet taken at a magnification of x 80 and enlarged to x 320. The reference space was the cell space and its volume in the disector was estimated with a square lattice grid of 12.6-mm spacing (Grid A).
One ultra-thin section was selected at random, mounted on an EM grid (see above), and incubated with anti-glutathione S-transferase (anti-GST) antiserum, followed by protein A-gold (6-nm diameter gold particles; see Lucocq et al., 1987 for details) . After the incubation the section was contrasted with 3% uranyl acetate for 5 min and air-dried.
In this case, quadrats used to count the gold were formed by a rectangular counting frame situated inside the eyepiece of the electron microscope binocular ( x 10 magnification; the area of projection of this frame in the plane of the viewing screen was measured after locating its corners on calibrated micrographs). Initially, for monitoring labeling densitylarea, a final magnification of x 125,000 was used (area of 0.68 pm2) and later, for estimates of the gold per cell, the magnification was x 75,000 (area 1.887 pm2). A single point placed in the sampling frame was used for estimating the area of reference space (the cells). The section was placed at systematic positions with a random start and gold particles and point hits on the hepatocytes were counted.
Section thickness and its reproducibility were estimated by the method of Gunning and Hardham (1977) . Resin blocks were trimmed at a known angle and the change in the width of block face converted to section thickness by simple trigonometry. A trimming angle of 20' was selected because the effects of trimming angle errors on the thickness estimate are near to a minimum (e.g.. addition of one more degree at 20" and 30' gives errors of 4.1% and 5.7%. respectively). Although further decreases in the trimming angle improve the sensitivity to section thickness changes, the effects of errors in trimming angle increase dramatically (e.g., 25% per degree at 5')). A total of 300 sections was cut and the width of the block face measured after each 100 sections. This was done on micrographs taken at a magnification of x 246 on a Zeiss photomicroscope 111. Measurements were made at weekly intervals on the same blocks.
Labeling Efficiency for Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP). The entire procedure for coating cells with HRP was performed at 4°C. Suspension HeLa cells were used at a mean concentration of 6.3 x 10'/ml. The cells were washed three times in serum-free minimal essential medium containing 20 mM Hepes, pH 7.0 (Hepes medium) and placed on ice in a 5.5-cm petri dish. ConA in Hepes medium (100 pglml) was then applied to the cells for 30 min. The medium was removed and replaced by fresh medium (two times) and then by 100 pglml HRP in Hepes medium for 30 min. Finally, the cells were washed three times in Hepes medium, assayed for HRP, or fixed and embedded as described above.
HRP was assayed according to Steinman and Cohn (1972) . The reaction mixture consisted of 900 p1 of 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 5 , 100 pl of 0.1 mg/ml o-dianisidine, 10 p1 of 0.03% H202, and 20 p1 of cell sample or standard HRP solutions. Cells (12.5 x 10') were solubilized immediately before the assay in 200 p1 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 5, containing 0.1% Triton X-100. Calibration solutions of HRP were prepared in the same solution. Inclusion of 100 pg/ml ConA in the assay did not affect HRP activity. The number of molecules in the cell sample was read off from a LUCOCQ calibration curve prepared immediately before the cell samples were assayed (molecular weight of HRP 40.000 KD). Cells were counted by applying aliquots of cell suspension to a 5.5-cm plastic petri dish in 3 ml of Dulbecco's PBS. With phase-contrast microscopy at a magnification of x 200, fields were examined at systematic positions over the dish (random start point) and cells counted with a twodimensional unbiased counting frame situated in the microscope eyepiece. Cell number = area of dishltotal area of quadrats x cells counted. Approximately 20 fields were used and the coefficient of error for the counts was always less than 10%.
Section stacks were prepared and counts made as described above for glutathione S-transferase. The final magnification on micrographs used to count the cells was x 358. One section was selected at random from the stack and labeled with antiserum against HRP, followed by protein A-gold (6 nm). essentially as described in Lucocq et al. (1987) . Gold particles were counted with a x 10 eyepiece on micrographs that had been taken at evenly spaced positions over the whole cell pellet with a random start point (original magnification x 3777). Micrographs were preferred to direct counting at the electron microscope because the sampling area was greater, thereby reducing the variability berween fields caused by the inhomogeneous labeling on the HeLa cells. Gold particles were counted in quadrats placed on the micrographs and points falling on the cells (the chosen reference space) were counted using Grid A.
The number of nonspecifically bound gold particles was assessed by labeling sections of cells incubated with ConA and no HRP. To further investigate the possibility that some of the labeling was due to oligosaccharide chains on the antibodies binding to ConA, 0.1 M a-methyl mannoside was included in some incubations. However, this had no effect on the labeling density. cell, N(gold)/N(cell). This quantity can be used in combination with estimates of the number of protein antigenslcell in that compartment to find the labeling efficiency = N(gold)/N(cell) x N(cell)/N(mol), which is the number of gold particles associated with each antigen molecule (see Figure la) . The principle of the approach is to use cell number as a bridge of reference against which the number of gold particles and the number of antigen molecules can be compared.
The method for estimating the number of gold particles labeling an average cell, N(gold)/N(cell). is illustrated in Figure 1b . This quantity is defined as follows (see Materials and Methods for the derivation of this formula): N (gold)/N (cells) = En (gold, q).ZAl.i L42.zQ-
The estimate contains two main components. The first component was the gold labeling density, En (gold, q)/L42, estimated on a single immunolabeled section selected at random from the stack. Zn (gold, q) was the number of gold particles counted in the quadrats and EA2 was the area of cell space in the quadrats (estimated by point counting).
The second was ZAi.j./ZQ-, which was obtained from lowmagnification images of the first and last sections of the stack that together formed a stereological probe called a disecror. EA1 was the area of the cell space estimated by point counting and ZQthe number of disappearing cell profiles in the disector (equivalent in this case to the number of cells).
Initial exDeriments were aimed at assessing and reducing variation in each*of these components, the formula EA1.j.IQ' being sensitive to factors involved in stack preparation and En (gold, q)/ L 4 2 being dependent on sectioning and labeling conditions. The high density of labeling for glutathione S-transferase (GST) in sections of isolated hepatocytes (see Figure 2) allowed rapid e d u -
Results
The main aim of this study was to estimate the average number of gold particles that label an intracellular compartment of a ation of labeling density and, in addition, the embedding in Lowicryl K4M resin facilitated the preparation of section stacks. 
Labeling Density
Preliminary experiments showed that the labeling density varied according to the position on the EM grids at which the labeling was measured (data not shown). This variation could be reduced significantly by mounting the sections over the grid center. When this had been done and five sections from the same embedded pellet mounted on separate grids were labeled, the labeling density showed a coefficient of error (CE) of 5.4%. This increased to only 10.6% (see Table 1 ) when three grids were used, suggesting that there was only a small variation in labeling density between grids. To investigate whether much more variation was introduced when sections from different cell pellets were labeled, four single grids, each with sections cut from separate pellets that had been embedded in parallel, were analyzed. The CE in two separate experiments was still only 9.5% and 15% (Table 2) , indicating that variability at lower sampling le .els (e.g., blocks, sections, and fields) would not prevent reproducible estimation of labeling density when multiple experiments were performed (see below).
To investigate whether labeling density was sensitive to factors in the labeling procedure, the size of reagent droplets, the time of incubation on immunoreagents, and uranyl acetate staining times were varied. None of these had any marked effect as long as each parameter was not varied by more than 10%. However, one factor in grid preparation was found to be of importance. This was the carbon coating of the formvar support film. When the film lacked a carbon coat the labeling density was 27.6 (CE8 9.7%) and 29.3 (CE7 ll%), but when the films were coated with carbon it dropped to 14.5 (CE11 12%) and 11.3 ( c E 8 16%) (values from two separate experiments respectively; labeling densitylarea in arbitrary units).
Finally, an estimate of the number of gold particles per cell, N (go1d)lN (cell), is only useful experimentally if all its components, including labeling density, are shown to be reproducible. The data in Table 2 show that mean labeling densities were similar when labeling experiments were performed 3 weeks apart. Interestingly, individual block values seemed to be reproducible, suggesting that some of the observed variation could be attributed to true differences between pellets. Note that in this case where the cell space is taken as reference, the ratio ZAl.j./ZQ' x section thickness, t, is an estimate of cell volume. Using the value obtained for t as 94.4 nm, mean cell volume was 6220 and 5569 pm3 at 1 and 21 days. ZAl is the area of cell, Q-the number of cells with "tops" inside the disector, and j is the number of sections in the stack-1. Blocks were from the same specimen.
Disectors and Section Preparation
ThesecondcomponentofN (gold)lN(cell)is the ratio ZAl.j.IQ-, a formula that is influenced by stack preparation factors such as section compression and section thickness. For example, section compression reduces the overall area in which cells are counted, thereby decreasing the value of this ratio. On the other hand, increasing section thickness enlarges the disector for a given number of stack sections and increases the value. Despite these possible effects, the estimates show only small variation both within a single experiment and between experiments separated by 3 weeks (Table 2) .
Section thickness is also a potential source of variation in labeling density. The reason is that because labeling is restricted to the surface of resin sections (Bendayan, 1984) more gold labeling/cell is generated as the sections become thinner. Stable estimates of N (go1d)lN (cell) can therefore be obtained only when section thickness is constant. In this study, mean section thickness was measured at weekly intervals and was 93.8, 94.3 and 95.0 nm, respectively, indicating that it should not contribute greatly to the variability in estimates of N(go1d)lN (cell) ( Table 3) .
Finally, after assessing and controlling variation in the different components of N(go1d)lN (cell) they were combined (Table 3 ). The results showed that in this system the analysis of one section from each of three or four blocks per condition yielded usable estimates Blocks were obtained from the same specimen. ZPI and ZPz are points of grid lattice falling over cell. ZA1 and ZA2 are area of cell. Q-, number of cells with "tops" inside the disector; j, the number of sections in the stack-1 ; Zn (gold, q) , number of gold particles counted. ( Table 3 ) and these were reproducible over time (on Day 1 5.4 x IOs particles per cell and on Day 21 5.9 x 10' particles per cell: CEs 10.6 and 17.2%, respectively). To obtain these results, four disectors and four labeled sections were analyzed by counting 167 points and 110 disappearing cell profiles (Q-) in the disecton and 46 points and 709 gold particles in the gold-labeled section.
Efliciency of HRP Labeiing
The above method was now applied to estimate the number of gold particles associated with each protein antigen molecule, the labeling efficiency, where N(gold)lN(cell) was estimated on the morphological specimen as already described and N(cell)/N(molecules) was estimated on an aqueous biochemical specimen in which the protein molecules could assayed. HeLa cells were coated with HRP molecules by binding the enzyme to a multivalent lectin, ConA. already associated with glycoproteins on the cell surface (the experiments were done at 4'C to prevent endocytosis). Samples of the cells were either assayed for HRP and the cells counted to estimate the number of HRP molecules per cell, or processed for immunoelectron microscopy and stereology to estimate the number of gold particles per cell that labeled the cell surface (Figure 3 The results are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . In thi? case only one block and one section stack were analyzed in each experiment, producing an overall CE of 10.4%. with 54 point counts and 91 Qin the disector and 600 points and 1385 gold counts on the goldlabeled section. After subtracting the number of gold particles representing nonspecific labeling, the labeling efficiency was found by dividing the corrected number of gold particles per cell by estimates of the number of molecules on the cells (see Table 5 ) . The efficiency of labeling was 0.026, which corresponds to about one in 38 molecules of HRP labeled by gold particles.
Discussion
In this study stereological counting methods (Gundersen, 1986; Sterio, 1984) were combined with immunoelectron microscopy to obtain the total number of gold particles labeling a threedimensional cell compartment in an important biological reference space-the cell. This method can be used to find the relationship between the number of gold particles and the number of antigens within a cell compartment. allowing calibration of immunolabeling and quantitation of antigens.
Other studies have obtained estimates of the number of gold particles per cell by obtaining the product of the gold density within a compartment and the total size of the compartment in the cell (Howell et al., 1987; Griffiths and Hoppeler, 1986) . In such studies the gold density per unit size (volume or surface) can be derived by combining an estimate of the compartment profile size with gold counts and section thickness. The estimate of total compartment size in the cell is obtained from the product of cell volume and the volume or surface density of the compartment in the cell. By comparison, the present method requires fewer estimates and less work. Cell counts and point counts are done on two stack sections, gold counts and point counts on a third. Notably, direct estimation of cell volume and the measurement of section thickness are no longer required (Gundersen, 1986) , the gold and cell counts being carried out on the same stack of sections. One potential drawback to the general application ofthis method is the preparation of disectors with ultra-thin frozen sections. Unlike resin sections, these are very prone to become folded during preparation. However, embedding cell pellets before freezing in supporting media such as gelatin (from porcine skin) may improve the sectioning qualities enough to allow some sections to be mounted without folds (unpublished observations). A second potential problem is the difficulty of counting cells in tissues in which they are so closely associated that it is very difficult to decide when a cell profile disappears. Here, one solution would be to select structures, such as nuclei, that are more widely spaced and whose number can also still be counted in the specimen used for biochemical analysis. My results clearly show the feasibility of using counting methods in estimating labeling efficiency. By determining the number of gold particles per cell and also the number of molecules per cell, the labeling efficiency can be computed. Cell number seems to be a useful reference parameter that can be estimated in both morphological and biochemical preparations and should be stable through morphological processing procedures.
Labeling efficiency can be used only when it is reproducible and can be estimated easily. This study shows that reproducible estimates of the number of gold particles lying over a cell compartment can be obtained as long as embedding and sectioning of the specimen are carefully controlled and the activity of the labeling reagents is preserved by storing them as small aliquots in liquid nitrogen in the presence of cryoprotectants such as sucrose. It seems that usable estimates can be obtained by analyzing as few as one section stack in each of three or four separate experiments. In future, fine tuning of the sampling procedure might be achieved by performing a detailed analysis of variance by discovering which parts of the entire procedure contribute most to the overall variance (Gupta et al., 1982; Gundersen and Osterby, 1981) , but at present such an extensive analysis of variance is difficult because multiple measurements are not available at each sampling level (i.e., experiments, blocks, sections, fields). One preliminary comparison using data from the HRP study has revealed that variation between experiments contributed much more (90%) than gold counts to the overall variance, suggesting that the latter might be further reduced by increasing the number of experiments rather than the number of quadrats.
The labeling efficiency determined in this study (0.026) corresponds to about one in 40 molecules of HRP labeled. This value is quite similar to that obtained for a viral glycoprotein in the Golgi apparatus with the same resin (0.026) (GrBiths et al., 1989; Griffiths and Hoppeler, 1986 ) and also to estimates of labeling efficiency obtained when the lectin ricin was labeled on the cell surface with ultra-thin frozen sections (0.021-0.024) (van Deurs et al., 1988) .
Although the present value may seem rather low. it is worth considering that the sections are large (94.4 nm thick) compared with the size of HRP molecules (approximately 5-6 nm) (Maehly, 1955) and also that they are impermeable to labeling reagents, features suggesting that only a small proportion of HRP molecules are exposed at the section surface. If this is true and the exposed proportion is close to the labeling efficiency value, then most if not all exposed antigens would be labeled and the surface labeling efficiency would be close to 100% (!), the labeling efficiency only dropping below this value as the section thickness is increased.
Apart from section thickness, a number of other factors may influence labeling efficiency. These include variable penetration of labeling reagents into the section (Slot et al., 1989a,b; Posthuma et al., 1987 Posthuma et al., , 1988 (which is unlikely to be a problem with resin sections), steric hindrance at high labeling density (Griffiths and Hoppler, 1986) which may reduce labeling density, and post-translational processing of protein antigens that can modify antibody-antigen interaction. With the present system it will now be possible to discover whether variation in labeling efficiency occurs and whether any of these factors are important. The long-term aim will be to establish techniques and conditions in which labeling efficiency is reproducible enough, from compartment to compartment and at various antigen densities, to allow a single determination of labeling efficiency, obtained by analyzing gold and protein antigen in whole cells, to be used for counting a protein antigen wherever it is situated in the cell.
Finally, the present strategy is not the only one in existence for estimating the number of molecules in intracellular compartments. The better characterized and elegant method for Slot and co-workers (Slot et al., 1989a,b; Chang et al., 1988; Posthuma et al., 1987 Posthuma et al., , 1988 uses calibration gels that contain known concentrations of a soluble antigen. These are embedded and sectioned along with the specimen. The method avoids the effects of variation in the labeling system and specimen preparation and is suitable for soluble proteins that can be purified in sufficient quantities to make the reference gel. For soluble proteins that are not available in such amounts, and also for membrane proteins for which the preparation of calibration gels may be a problem, the present type of technique may be a useful alternative.
